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INTRODUCTION
The infonnation in this academic writing can be divided into four chapters.
Background research: The purpose of this research is to study about the effectiveness of
using visual effects in short film among youth in Malaysia. The probleln of this research is to
verify if can we we use visual effect for the short film that is low budget? And the second
problem is it the short film with visual effect can also attract people same as big film with a
big budget? Other than that, statistic of the number film viewers from the year of 2006 until
February 2013 froln Perbadanan Kemajuan Filem Nasional Malaysia (FINAS) have been
state that can be seen about the interest ofpeople in Malaysia in watching film in cinema.
Also to support this study, the literature review established about the definition of short film
and also the definition ofvisual effects.
Objective and research methodology: Data for this research was collected through survey.
The survey was made through questionnaire. A total of 30 youth of man and girl in Malaysia
choose randolnly. The average of age is alnong 15 to 24 years old. The random respondent
was selected froln peninsular of Malaysia. The questionnaire consist 4 sections. Section A
asks the respondent about the demographic question and Section B was asked their opinion
about film. After that Section C is a set of question based on the respondent opinion and
knowledge and their interest in low budget of short film with visual effects and Section D is
about their opinion of trailer. The question was also about the respondent opinion between
short film with the visual effects and the big film with big budget that have visual effects.
Analysis and fmdings: The data collection on questionnaire reveals. The data was analyzed
by each question. Every each question and the answer were shown by pie, chart. The surveys
have been done among youth at the age between 15 until 24 years old. Plus most of them are
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